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A13ti'1'ItA('T 

l)ccp-draft spar platforms have been regarded as a competitive alternative structure 
for dccpwatcr oil field development. Spar platform is a freely floating structure and 

subjected to 3 main hydrodynamic motions that are surge, heave and pitch. In order 

to determine the hydrodynamic motion responses of spar platform during dccpwatcr 

operation, numerical studies can he conducted. In numerical simulations there two 

main approaches, that are time domain analysis and frequency domain analysis. This 

report contains analysis of it spar platform in frequency domain analysis. The 

frequency-domain technique is simpler and faster than the tine-domain approach 

and requires fewer computing resources. Wave spectrum is usually use in 

determining the hydroxdynamic motion responses of an offshore structure when 

subjected wave forces. The 2 most popular wave spectrum used in estimating 
deepwatcr condition are Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum and JONSWAP spectrum. 
This wave spectrum represents amount of wave energy at diflcrcnt wave frequencies. 

To calculate the wave forces exerted to an offshore structure Morisson's liyuation 

was used. 'T'otal horizontal wave induced forces on offshore structures can be broken 

up into 2 basic parts, drug force and inertia fore. The hydrodynamic motion 

responses can he determined from hydrodynamic motion spectrum and it can he 

developed through relationship between wave spectrum and Response Amplitude 

Operator (RA()). The purpose of RA() is to determine the stability of the structure 

when floating in the sea. In this research two different wave spectra (I'M spectrum 

and JONSWAP spectrum) were used in determining the hydrodynamic motion 

responses of'a spar platform. Ilascd from the numerical simulation results, the effects 

of different wave spectrum on the hydrodynamic motion responses of a freely 

floating spar platform were analyzed and studied. 
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I NTkcýimc'"I'1()N 

1.1 BA('K(: lt()liNl) ti'I'tº1)Y 

Petroleum is a flammable and naturally occurring liquid that can be found in the 

earth. Main composition of petroleum is hydrocarbons of various weights and other 

organic compound. the amounts of crude oil offshore reserves worldwide are 
decreasing year by year. Many of the oil fields found in shallow water area arc 

getting exhausted. With the increasing demand, oil and gas companies have to 

explore to more deeper, dangerous and unpredictable sea. Although more new oil 
fields can be found in deep water recently, the conventional platform for drilling and 

production is proved not to be economically feasible. To overcome that, new types of 
deep water platforms arc introduced to the industry. New types of deep water 

platforms arc proved to be more economical and easier to install in deep water that 

can be more than 1(XX) m deep. 

Om of the deep water platforms that is widely and actively use worldwide is spar 

platform. Spar production platforms have been developed as an alternative to 

conventional platforms. Spur platform is it floating cylindrical structure and similar 

to a buoy in shipping. Spar platforms are simply a large diameter single vertical 

cylinder supporting a deck and marred in place vertically. Basic components of a 

spar platform arc hull, mmirings. topsides, and risers. About (0%/o of the structure is 

underwater and because of that, the spur relies on a traditional mooring system (that 

is anchor-spread mooring) to maintain its position. 

I he spar dcsign is now being usrd for drilling, production, or tooth. 'Mc 

distinguishing feature of a spar is its deep-dnifl hull, which produces very favorable 

motion characteristics compared to other floating concepts. l. ow motions and a 
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protcctcd ccntcr w"cll ulsu provide an excellent configuration I'M dccpwatcr 

upcrutiuns. Water dcpth capability has bccn stutcd by industry as ranging up to 15(x) 

M. 

1.2 PFt()BI. F: M tiTAT'F: MF: N'I' 

Nowadays, there arc many diffcrcnt types of platform have been provided for drilling 

oil wells olY., J ore. Aniong types of plutforni that being used in industry arc jacket 

platfornl, tension leg plutliorm ('Fl. 1'), semi-submcrsiblc platform. submcrsiblc 

plattonn and spar platform. In shallow water that is between S(X) ni to'XX) m fixed 

platforms are often used. While, in the deep water '11. Y, semi submersible platform 

and spar platforni arc more suitable. Structural integrity fir deep water platforms 

must be high enough to endure extreme environment of' deep water. Major 

challenges of deep water platform arc enduring environmental loads such as wave, 

wind and ocean currents. Other types of' loading must also be considered such as 

collision and explosion. Besides that, the economical and efficiency of the platforms 

also give challenges to the designers. 

In designing any offshore structures, the most important component is to develop a 

wave spectrum. *['he purpose of wave spectra is to cstimatcs the sea condition when 

designing offshore structures such as spar pluttmm. It is because wave spectra 

represent the amount of wave energy at ditl'crcnt wave frequency. 'Ihcrc arc many 

available wave spectra has been developed and being used in industry. The most 

popular wave spectra being used in designing offshore structures are Picrson- 

Moskowitx spectrum and Joint North Sea Wave Project (JO NSWAP) spectrum. 

Other wave spectra that have been developed fir designing purposes arc l. iu 

spectrum, I-I-I'C spectrum, lirctschneider spectrum and others. Although there are 

varieties of wave spectra developed fro designing purposes, there is not much 

research being done to determine the effects of different wave spectra on an offshore 

structure. 

7hc purpo c of this rc icnrch is to dctcnninc the rcxponscs of Spur platform to 

difl'crcnt wavc spcctnt. It is important to do this rcscarch because Spur platform is 

widely used all around the world fir pctroleum drilling and production including 



Malaysia. The Sabah's Kikch Platform is the first cvcr spur platform operating in 

Malaysia. With the active exploration oaf Malaysian's dccp water, more platform of 

its kind can be expected. Much more research and experiment in cfJccts of external 

tiorccs induced by ocean ctirrcrrts, wind and waves to the spar platform are needed. 

13 OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of this study arc: 
I. To prepare a detailed literature survey report about the spar platform existing and 

under designlconstruction stage. 
2. To analyze the motion and mooring line tierces of the platform subjected to 

random waves. 
3 To determine the effect of ditil'crcncc wave spectra on the responses. 

4 To test a model in the wave tank or flume and determine the responses. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW ANI) THEORY 

2.1 HISTORY 

Spar design is originatcd from markers buoy and fir gathering oceanographic data. 

The first significant spar is floating instrument platform (Flip), a II. S. Navy structure 

and operated by Scripps Institution of Oceanography in ('alifOrnia. 'Ibe Flip was 
deployed to the ocean into service in 1965, and its function is to measure ocean 

acoustic. 'Ibc technical specifications of the spar are as below: 

" Operating draft -- 83 in 

"I full diameter -4 in 

" Waterline tapering -- 6 in 

"I leave natural period -29s 
The Flip is allowed to drift on the ocean structure although occasionally the Flip is 

anchored to the sea floor. 

Figurc 1: Floating instrument plut timn ( 
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There are many spars- structures that were used worldwide although not for oil 

drilling and production since 1960's. Among of* the structures arc as below: 

" Nippon Telegraph Spur (coast of Japan) : 

o Length - 130111 

Diameter 3 to fi m 
Top side -- cylindrical (diameter - 15.5 m, height -- 10.1 m) 

" Shell oil storage and offloading spar (North Sea): 

Diameter - 29 m 

<o Operating draft - 104) in 

o Moxoring system -6 lines each made up of it 10(X) ton concrete 

gravity anchor 

" Agip flurr spur (Wcst Africu): 

o Length 71 m 

a Diameter -- 2.3 m 

o Opcrating drall - 52 m 

The world's first production spur platform was the Neptune Spar installed in I996 by 

Oryx Energy Company (now Kerr Mc(icc) and ('NG. Design production rates were 
25 thousand barrel oil per day (mlxod) and 30 million cubic fret per day (mmcf'd) 

respectively. Ehe maximum topsides weight with the work over rig is 55(x) tons. 

Wells would be predrillcd with a semi-submersible and completed with a platform 

work over rig placed momentarily on the spur. 'l1ic Neptune spar has a hull 215 m 
long with a 10 m centre well and a diameter of 22 m. 'liic six-point moxoring system 

consisted of driven pile anchors, 0,12 m spiral strand wire rope and chain fir the 

section leading up to the fairlcads and onto the hull. 

'Ilwm arc 14 %par% in pro duc: tion or undcr construction. 'Iiic spar, along with the'I'I. P, 

is the only floating platform which up to now has bccn uscd fir dry trecs. 'I'hc rcaw0n 
fir this is that thcsc arc the only platforms with small enough hcavc and pitch 

motions to allow the riscrs to be %afcly and cconomicaily supported by the floater. 



Figure 2: Spur world wide overview. 

2.2 SPAR P1. A'i'()ItM 

Spar platforms are among the largest of shorc platforms in use. The basic design of' 

spur platform is a large cylinder supporting a typical fixed rig platform. The cylinder 
however does not extend all the way to the weafloor, but it is tethered to sea bottom 

by a series of cables and lines called moorings. The purpose of large cylinder is to 

stabilize the platform under waves and allows fir movement to absorb the force of 

potential hurricanes. 

The first spars were based on the classic design. which is the ha-41c torn of spar 

platform. A classic spar is deep draft. caiown-typc. flaunting structure with it fully 

compartmented upper section that is buoyant and with 2 lower sections that are 
flcxxied with seawater. In order to maintain draft and trim under varying topside 

loading conditions, the lowest compartments in the upper buoyant section are 

configured for variable seawater hallast. The hull uses standard ship-type plate and 

stifTencr construction and contains an open center well that is called moon pool. The 

ideal water depth for operating spar platform is range from 460 m to 31(X) m, 

although shallower and deeper water depth is possible. 

O 



Through the advance of offshore technology, the classic spur evolves into trues spar. 
Truss spar is achieved by replacing the lower section of the caisson hull with a truss. 
The truss spar is divided into 3 major sections which are: 

" Cylindrical upper section (hard tank) - provides most of' the in-place 

buoyancy for the spur. 

" Middle truss section support the heave plates and provides separation 
between the keel tank and hard tank. 

" Keel tank- (sofa tank) contains fixed ballast and acts as a natural hang-off' 

location for export pipelines and flow lines since the environmental 

influences from waves and currents and linked responses are less obvious 

thcrc than nearer the %%atcr Iinc. 

Third generation design for spar platform is cell spar. The main ditl'rencc between 

cell spar and other types of spar is in the design of' cell spar's new hull concept. 
Instead of using a single large caisson unit, the hull is divided into six outer cylinder 

or cells surrounding an inner cell and connected by framing decks at regular intervals. 

While the mooring line system is also diflercnt any other spar, cell spar use polyester 

mooring system that is more buoyant than traditional chain-wire systems. By using 

this system the cell spar has lower mooring system weight thus improve payload 

options. The benefits of using cell spar arc as follows: 

" Lower fabrication costs. 

" Reducing the complexity of steel fabrication by simplifying the design 

concept. 

" Increasing operator flexibility in selecting where the hull can he built. 

'I'hc hull is constructcd using normal marine and shipyard fabrication methods. 'Ihc 

sire of ccntcr well and the diameter of the hull arc depending on the nunihcr of wells, 

surface well head spacing and facilities weight. In the classic spar (full cylinder hull 

forms), the upper section is compartmcntalifcd around flooded center well 

containing the difTcrent types of riser to provide buoyancy to the spar. Ehe middle 

section also can be flooded with seawater but can be economically configured for oil 

storage. 'Ihc bottom section (keel) is comparimcntalixed to provide buoyancy during 

transport stage and to contain any field-installed (fixed ballast). 
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A spur can be conligurcd liar oil storage at a low marginal cost using the normally 

lloxxied center section. Since the siic of the hull is generally proportional to the 

topside payload and the corresponding production output, the hull can usually store 

an $ to 10 day supply of oil without incrcusing the diameter or drull of the spar. This 

aspect of the spar's design makes it suitable for shuttle tanker turn around, cvcn from 

quite remote locations. 

The topsides configurations follow typical fixed platform design practices such as: 

" The decks can accommodate a full drilling rig (3, ((H) hp) or a workovcr rig 

(000-1,000 hp) plus full production equipment. 

" Production capacities rungc up to I0O, 00() mpod and 325 mmcfd. The type 

and scale of operation directly influence dock sift. 
The deck site is directly influcncc by type and sculc of operation. The larger topside 

is consistent with drilling, production, pr ccssing, and quarter's facilities, and could 

also include remote wclls/ficlds being tied buck to the spur fir processing. Total 

operating deck load, which includes facilities, contained fluids, deck structural and 

support steel, drilling/work over rig, and work over variable loads, can be MAX) tons 

or more. Crew quarters on a production/work over spar might accommodate 18 

workers, while a full drilling and production facility may accommodate 1(H) people. 

The major advantage of spar platform is relatively insensitive to water depth and 
inscnsitivc to sea bottom topography and geology, -u) the spur platform can he 

relocated for several times during its 20 to 40 years of design life. Spur platform is 

the most practical platform for deep water operation because less cost to build and 
install, greater flexibility and has more favoruhlc motions when subjected to the 

offshore environment. 
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2.3M(x)ttItic. LINES 

In order to keep the platform on its position, a lateral catenary anchor lines which arc 

attached to the hull near its center of pitch fir low dynamic loadings arc provided. 
Mooring system arc compliant systems. They provide resistance to environmental 
forces by deforming and activating reaction forces. Mooring systems work as spring 

mechanisms whcrc displacement of the floater from a neutral equilibrium position 

causes a restoring force to react to the applied loading. Two mcchanisms arc derived 

to provide tension spring cflcet of mooring lines which arc: 

"l ganging catcnarycflcct - from gravity acting vertically on ttic line. 

" Line elastic effect - from elastic stretch over the length of the line. 

Mooring systems that arc using these mechanisms arc called catencry mooring 

system and taut mooring system. 

Fikurr 4: Muc! Ik)g mooring Iinrx. 
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Catenary muxorings arc defined by standard catenary formulations. Based from the 

tornula, the following parameters are related: 

" Submerged weight of the suspended lines. 

"1 forirontal mooring loud. 

" Line tension and line slope at fairlead. 

Combination of geometrical change and axial elasticity of the lines ensure the 

compliance to allow wave-induced floater motion. Changes in the large line 

geometry make catenary mooring system subject to significant effects to transverse 
drag load. Steel rope and chain segments are commonly the component tier mcxoring 
lines in catenary mooring system. To achieve certain line configurations, clump 

weight and buoys are sonmetimes used. 

Mooring system for spar platform is taut mooring system of chain and wire, the spar 

can use a taut mooring system at a reduced scope and cost compared with a Full 

catenary system. The chain and wire arc terminated at seabed by piled anchors that 

are installed by driving suction techniques. This technique is more economical 
because this system has much shorter scopes than conventional full catenary 

amsngcmcnts. 

2.4 LINEAR AIRY WAVE: '1'11E ORV 

The airy wave theory was derived using the concept of two-dimensional ideal fluid 

flow. This is a reasonable starting point for ocean waves, which arc not greatly 
influenced by viscosity, surface tension or turbulence. Surface waves arc inherently 

nonlinear. The solution of the equations of motion depends on the surface boundary 

conditions, but the surface boundary conditions are the waves that need to be 

calculated firmt. In order to do that, sonic assumptions have to be made. First 

assumption is the flow is 2-dimensional with waves traveling in the x-direction. 
Second. Coriolis force and viscosity can be neglected. With these assumptions, the 

sea-surface elevation z of a wave traveling in the x direction is: 

x- asin(kx - (o t) (2.1) 
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(2.2) i : -f .: -. 
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k= 
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where to is wave frequency in radians per second, f is the wave frequency in I icrtx 

(11z), k is wave number, 'i' is wave pcritxi, 1. is wave-length, and where we assume, 

as stated above, that kaU (O). 'Iiic wave period 'I' is the time it takes two 

succcssivc wave crests or troughs to pass a fixed point. 'Ihc wave-length 1, is the 

distance between two successive wave crests or troughs at a fixed time. Wave 

frequency w is related to wave number k by the dispersion relation: 

gk tunh (kd) (2.3) 

Where d is the water depth and g is the acceleration of gravity. Two approximations 

arc especially useful: 

" [)rep-water approximation is valid if the water depth d is much greater than 

the wave-length L. In this case, d-I., kd '-- - I. and tanh (kd) - I. 

" Shallow-water approxinustion is valid if the water depth is much less than a 

wavelength. In this case. d L. kd --1, and tanh (kd) - kd. 

For these two limits of water depth compared with wavelength the dispersion 

relation reduces to: 

w' -I; k 1)crp-water disprr. +ian relation 
d"1. /2 

to 2-= g k2 d Shallow-wutcr dispersion rclutiun 

d- I. /2S 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

the stated limits for d/l. give a dispersion relation accurate within 10%. llecausc 

many wavc propcrtics can be measured with accuracies of 5-109% the 

approximations are useful for calculating wavc properties. 
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2.5 WAVE SPE(`"T1tl \1 

Waves on sea surface are nut simple sinusoids. The sea surface appears to he 

composed of random waves of various lengths and periods, The wave spectrum is 

use to describe the sea wave surfacc with some simplifications. The spectrum gives 
the distribution of wave energy among diflrrcnt wave frequencies of wave-lengths 

on the sea surface. There many types of wave spectra that have been developed in 

predicting rogue waves in random oceanic sea state, some of the common wave 

spectrum are Pierson-Moskowitz (PM), JONSWAP, 1'I-IV, Unified Form, ISS(' and 

others. For this research, only 2 wave spectra are considered in the analyses which 

arc: 

" Pierson-Moskowiz Spectrum: this wave spectrum was developed by Pierson 

and Moskowitz in 1964. They proposed a new formula fir an energy 

spectrum distribution of a wind generated sea state based on similarity theory 

of Kitaigor dskii and more accurate recorded data. I'M spectrum has been 

used widely by ocean engineers because it represents most of the water 

around the world. It has been widely used in designing offshore structures. 
PM spectrum is a one parameter model that is namely wind speed and use to 
describe a fully developed sea. While the fetch and duration are considered 
infinite. Other application of 1'M spectrum is it is useful in representing a 

severe storm wave in offshore structure design. 

" JONSWAP Spectrum: JO)NSWAP stand fir joint North Sea wave project. It 

was developed by I tassclmcn in 1973. During the project, he found out that 

the wave spectrum is never fully developed. But it continues to develop 

through non-linear, wave-wave interactions even fir very long times and 
distances. The JONSWAP spectrum is similar to the Pierson-Moskowitz 

spectrum except that waves continue to grow with distance or time. It is 

usually considered its two parameter spectrum and wave was developed 

under limited fetch length. 

13 



('IiAP'I'Ek 3 

ME"I'Ii()U()I. (H; Y 

3.1 NUME: it1('A1. ANALYSIS 

An investigation regarding spar platform arc done through the online journals and 

collection of books available at the I Jnivcrsiti 'I'cknologi ITTRONAS Information 

Resource Center (lJ lYlR('). '[be purpose of this research is to gather as much 

possible information about the history, development, technical data or anything 

related to the spar platform. Based from the information gathered, the technical data 

and performances of various spar platforms around the world can be compare and 

analyze. 'Ihe main purpose of research is to determine the responses of spar platform 
in the form of hydrodynamic motion when it is subjected to environmental loads. For 

this research, the spar selected for numerical and laboratory experiment is Kerr 

McGee Neptune spar platform which is first production spar in the world. During the 

model experiment, simple hydrodynamic motion of the model will be carried for a 

classic spar. The result obtain from the experiment will be compared with the 

numerical analysis for spar platform when it is subjected to the environmental loads. 

Mcthod that will be use for analyzing and calculating simple hydnxlynamic motion 

of typical spar platform is Morrison's Equation. This equation is the common 

method practice fir estimating the wave loading and wave induced on the offshore 

structures and it is the basic equation for the stability of the submerge structures. By 

using this method, the stability analysis pcth rmancc can be shown which is essential 
for the wave loading calculation. The Morrison equation can be further expanded to 

reflect the equilibrium between lateral wave forces and the resisting forces. Most of 

the calculations and analysis will be conducted using Microsoft l": xccl and MA'1'l. All 

software. If ncccasary. further calculations on environmental loading acting on the 

spar platform can he solve using Structural Analysis ('ormputcr System (SACS). 
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'Ihc bn ;c fundamental of the Morrison's cquation is based on the drag force and 
inertia force acting on the members of the structure. The basic part of the equation is 

shown in the following equation: 

Fw.. 
K - j' dt. t { FlncAls 

'Til ll, cLs (3.1) 
, 

"(hCr, 
ýIII, IIIcl. ý + l'C'. v4 . 

The most major load induced by the wave to the spar platform is the drag fierce. This 

force must he considered during the design stage. The flictors that af'f'ecting the drag 

force are density of the sea water, maximum horizontal water particle velocity and 

cross sectional area with the direct contact of the flow direction. 'fhc unknown value 

which is the drag coefficient is highly dependent on the shape and surface roughness 

of the members in the spar plattiorm. 'Ihe next important fierce is the inertia fierce. 

The inertia force is generated by the acceleration of'the fluid passing on the projected 

suhmergcd part of the platform, 'Ihc inertia fi)rcc is dependent on few factors, which 

are coefficient of inertia, density of sea water, volume of submerging platform and 

the water particle acceleration. The sire and shape of the spar platform have the 

direct relation to the coefficient of inertia and the value is always greater than or 

equal to one. 

Resides the environmental loads acting on the spar platform, the buoyancy force and 
lift force must be calculated. These forces arc important because spar platform is a 
floating structure and because of that, the spar platform can float freely on the sea. 
Buoyancy force by definition is the upward force exerted to the object by the fluid 

(liquid or gas) when it is fully or partially submerged. The parameters that afTrcting 
the buoyancy force are density of water and volume of spar platform. The lifl force 

occurs when the spar platform is subjected to ocean current. iliis force acts 

perpendicular with the flow direction in contrast with drag force which is parallel to 

flow direction. In some cases, this force may to small to be considered and assume to 
be negligible. For every calculation, some factor of safety must be included in all 

analysis and designing process. This element is very important because the 

unknowns and uncertainty factors will give serious efTccts to the analysis. To prevent 
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that. few assumptions are to he made accordingly to add factor of -uwfcty to the 

analysis. 

A freely floating spar platlonn is subjected to 3 main motions of hydrodynamic that 

are surge, heave and pitch. Surge response is horiiAntal movement of spar platform 

when subjected to waves in x-direction. In calculating the surge response of the spar 

platform, the first step is to dctcmminc the Picrsi n-Moskowitz spectrum using the 

following formula: 

ý I41)+ 
(2II)' 

/ i 

cx -1.2 fu 
(3.2) 

In this n«scarvh's analytical analysis. bcsidcs using I'icn on-Moskowitz spectrum to 

cxtimatc the %cn condition other wave spectrum model was also used. The wave 

spectrum used was JO NSWAI' spectrum and to obtain JUNSWAI' spectrum 
following formula was used: 

yo 

f 

q(w) X K"a Cx 1.25(\ l. 
l4 

( »-, b ) 

. fýýr 
(3.3) 

'I? hcn additional data arc obtained for calculations such as wave pcriod (F). wave 
length (l. ). wave number (k) and wave frequency (w). 'l'hc wave elevation is obtained 

using following formula: 

II(n)cux 
ý-i ý 

(3.4) 

Ncxt step is to find the horizontal force acting on the structure using Morisssn's 

I: yuntion. The force is calculated fir each frequencies and time. In order to find 

surge response the surge spectrum must be dctcrmincd by using the response 

amplitude operator (RAU) us shown by the following formula: 

RA11= 

f"' 
fl 

1 

mrrý' 
), 

4 (( 'aý): 
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'['he spectrum is obtained by relationship between RA() and Picrson Moskowitz 

(PM) spectrum or J()NtiWAP spectrum as shown below: 

Surgc spectrum - RA(' x s(1) 

/I 
2 

ýA 
... mau= 

)' + (C(f) 
i. 

1' 
x s( t) (3.5) 

'Ihcn from the surge spectrum the surge wave height is obtained using the following 

formula: 

11(t) -2x ýxnJ 
xs(. 

/, ) (3.0) 

Ncxt stcp is to find the surgc response by calculating the displacement that can be 

detcrmincd by formula below: 

n(x. t). Ww 
Nf 1( n)..,, yv O ý cos A-ý 7 (3.7) 

Surge rt%pcm. %e can he obtained by plotting the displacement with respect to the time. 

I leave motion is vertical movement of the spar plath rm when subjected to wave. 
'I1c force acting on the spar platform is in the z-dircction. The first step in 

calculating the heave response is to find the wave spectrum. Wave spectrum model 

are usually based on one or more parameter such as wave height, wave period, 
shape factor and others. The wave spectrum used for the analysis was the same as 
used in calculating the surge response analysis. All relevant data such as wave period 
(1), wave length (1. ), wave number (k) and wave frequency (w) were taken form 

previous calculations. 

To analyzx the force acting on the spar platform, the base of the spar platform was 
divided into strips. This is to make sure the force calculations are more accurate. The 

force was taken at the center of each strip. To find the force acting on the spar 
platform, the pressure and surface area at every strip must be determine first. This 

can be shown in the following formula: 

F- PxA f1-K) 
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Them are 2 main pressures contributing to the total pressure subjected to the spar 

platlorm. The 2 types of" pressure are hydrodynamic pressure and dynamic pressure. 
This can be shown by the following mathematical expression: 

Total pressure hydrodynamic pressure + dynamic pressure 

Total pressure - pgd,,,. � + ! 'g 
!!. cosh ks 

cos(-) (3.9) 2 cosh kd 

After finding the force, the next step is to determine the heave spectrum. This can be 

done by determining the response amplitude operators (RA()). 'Ilic formula for RA() 

is shown below: 

f RAl) -I 1 (3.10) 

Thc spctitrum is obtaincd by rclutionship bctwccn KA() and 1'icrsim Moskowitz 

WM) spcrtrum or J( )Nti W AI' spectrum as shown bclow: 

I kuvc spectrum ItAU' x s(1) 

1"' 
11 

ý 
1 jl k 

°- m nl' 
) xs(t) (3.11) 

'T'hen from the heave spectrum the heave wave height is obtained using the following 

formula: 

IR 0 -? xV-2x N' x 
s(. /, ) (3.12) 

Ncxt step is to find the hcavc rcypon. %c by calculating the dixpluccmcnt that can be 
dctcrmined by formula below: 

cos(ý1 (3.13) 

I leave response can be obtained by plotting the displacement with respect to the time. 

third main hydnxiynamic motion that needs to he calculated is pitch respon%c. ! 'itch 

is a rotation motion of spar plattirrm in y-direction. Pitch is usually measured in 

angles with radian as the unit. As from the previous hydrodynamic motion 

F' 
11 

ý 
k 

.- m(1)1 
y 
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calculations, firm stcp is to develop the wuvc spcctnlnl for NO l'lcr*. )n-Moskowitz 

and JO)NSWAI' spcctnlm. For pitch culculutions ccntcr buoyancy of the spar 

platform must be dctcrmincd first. 

Then, the wave forces subjected to the spar platform in horimmtal axis same as 

calculated in surge response before. Moment is used in pitch calculations instead of 
force and to convert that, the force is multiplied with distance between the forces to 

the center of buoyancy. The moment is calculated with every force acting every Im 

on the draft of the spar plattin n. The moment calculations can be represent by the 
following formula: 

M- FxX (distance of the force from center of buoyancy) 

The next step is to find the response amplitude operators (RAO). The fommula for 

RAU is shown below: 

At 

RAO _2 
A' lao'ý' +(('a))' 

(3.14) 

Additional data such us rudius of gyration of pitch, natural period fior pitch, pitch 

stifTncss and damping cocflicicnt. Ilowcvcr there arc somc modifications are needed 

for calculating RAO for pitch. Ihc modifications arc the Curie was replaced by 

moment and total mass is replaced by moment of incrtia. In order to find the pitch 

spectrum, some relationship bctwccn RA() and wavc spectrum must be developed 

and it is shown in the following formula: 

Pitch spectrum - RAU' x s(f) 

Al 

G,! 
DA 1f11')' +(('ýu)'ý: 

s 

x x(f) (i. lS) 

Then from the heave spectrum the pitch wavy height is obtained using the following 

formula: 

! {(c) -. xý2xA, /'x1'(. /; ) l3.16º 

Next xtcp is to find the heave resFxonac by calculating the di%placcmcnt that can be 

dctcnnincd by formula below: 

1y 



(1,17) cos(-) 
n-1 7 

Pitch response can he obtained by plotting the displacement with respect to the time. 

3.2 LABORATORY F:? (PFRIMEN'T 

In addition to numcrical analysis, laboratory experiment is also conductcd at 
l Inivcrciti I eknologi PF I KONAS's coastal laboratory. This is to makc a comparison 
between the numerical analysis and the cxpcrimcnt. In order to do that, a scale down 

model was constructed as model for testing. For comparison purpos c the model ussc 
for the experiment is the same platform use for the numcrical analysis. The model 

selected is Kerr McGee Neptune spar platform. 

I. ahorutory experiment for the model was done in a wave flume with the dimensions 

as the following: 

" Length 23 m 

" Width : 1.5 m 

" Depth : 1.5 m 
This is to maximize the number of experiments and also to simulate various 

environments. Some of the parameters such as wave periods, wave heights. 

frequencies and etc. are controlled to make it easier to analypt and compared. Only 2 

motions can be determined through the experiment that arc surge and heave. This is 

due to equipment limitation at the laboratory. 

The water depth for the lulxorutory cxpcrimcnt is 0.7 meter for cusicr analysis and 
installation. To set up the model, 6 concrete blocks measuring 150 cm x ISO cm x 
150 cm are use as the anchor for the model. Dishing lines are connected to the model 

and the concrete blocks to anchor it at the designated place. The lines are not tension 

to let the model to float vertically. 



V1'avr makcr 
('nmcru Spar nuxkl 

lu ý 
Figure 5: Experiment setup in wave flunie. 

To mcasure the displac cmcnt of the modcl, videos are taken while running the 

experiment. S alcs are prepared to be place near the model tier measuring purposes. 
The mcxicl is also marked at few strategic places such as at the middle of the mocicl 
for measuring and observation purposes. 

Figure h %fixfel testing configuration. Figure 7: View from inside cif wuvc flume. 

1LFI!! 
clý 

Figurc M. -Sic % ic« from wuvc tlutnc. Fimurc 9: Mrwcurcmrnt mrtlxxf. 

'1 
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3.2.1 Health, safety and environment 

()tl:, horc laboratory has been a place where all the testing of the model studies as 

well as to visualifx wave and current reaction. It is important to have better 

understanding about those things. It will lead to the best researches done where it 

xupportcd by experimental result and data. 

In order to cntcr and conduct cxpcrimcnt and testing. IISE requirement must he 

follow. It is important to avoid any accident or uncxpectcd tragcdics. The rule and 

regulation that somconc must follow arc: 

" (they all instruction given by the technicians or lecturer. 

" Full covered shoes must he worn at all time. 

"I ko not touch any equipment control without permission. 

" I)0 report to the technician if there is unusual thing. 

" 1)o report to the technician if there is an accident happened. 

" ('artful during adjust the model in the water 
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('IIAP'I'F: R 4 

Nrptunc spar platfbrm particularc: 

+I )iarnctcr 

" I. cngth 

" Iý rccbcýard 

"I )ruit 

" Water dcpth 

RESULTS 

" Mooring liner - 

" Location 

" Significant wavc hcight. I Is 

" Drag coctlicicnt, Cd 

" Incrtia coctlicicnt, ('m - 

" Natural pcriod for surgc 

" Natural pcriod for pitch - 

"1 otal nuuº% for surgc - 

"I otal mass for hcavc 

" Pitch radius of gyration 

" Sea watcr dcnsity - 

" Gravity accclcration, g 

w '13 

22m 

215 m 

15m 

2(x) in 

590111 

6 Iincs 

217.26 kni sauth-rast uf'Ncw ()rlcans 

6m 

1.05 

1.2 

. 
325 ý 
75 s 

7.9848 x 10 kg 

,. ()()X I ()' kg 

65 

10i0 kg/rný 

9.807 n/. -#2 



4.1 tiUNIt: 1t1('AI. ANALYSIS 

Tublr 1: I)uta table ti)r I'M and J()NtiWAI'sprc: truni. 

0 05 

PM Spectrum 
s(f) H(f) L 

2214707 0133121 624 1338 

JONSWP 
s(fý H 

0 221541 013 
006 8854818 0841742 4334268 899596 084 
0 07 294 3328 1 534847 318 436 41 37784 1 81 
0 08 393 1212 1 773587 243 8026 126 0002 3 17 
0 09 363 0519 1 704408 192 6342 67 84006 2 32 
0 10 288 8058 1 514898 158 0337 30 23632 1 55 
0 11 212 3584 1 303539 128 9534 21 25494 1 30 
0 12 153 8535 1 108818 108 3567 15 3685 1 10 
0 13 110 8142 0941644 92 32781 11 08368 0 94 
0 14 80 41423 080215 79 80901 8 043062 08 
0 15 58 97342 0886938 69 3483 5898543 0 68 
0 16 43 7876 0591923 60 95065 4379653 0 59 
0 17 32 93294 0513339 53 99089 3293965 051 
0 18 } 25 08499 0448019 48 15854 250901 0 44 
0 19 19 34088 0 393394 43 22262 1 934482 0 39 
0 20 15 08438 0347418 39 00842 1 508743 0 34 
0 21 11 89194 0308472 35 38178 1 189436 0 30 
022 9489809 0275271 3223836 0947174 027 
0 23 7 811889 0 248795 29 49597 0 761344 0 24 
0 24 6 171978 0222229 27 08918 0617324 0 22 
0 25 5045168 0 200922 24 96539 0 50462 0 20 
0 26 4 155328 0182344 23 0819 0415617 018 
0 27 3 446814 0168088 21 40379 0344732 0 18 
0213 2877835 0 151742 19 90225 0287822 015 
0 29 2 41 7407 013908 18 55335 024179 0,1 
0 30 2042518 0 127842 17 33707 0204293 012 
0 31 1 73512 0 11783 18 23859 0173547 01 
0 32 1 481493 0108878 15 23768 0148179 0 10 
0 33 I 1271002 0 100847 14 32818 0127126 0 10 

P Spectrum 
r> jý 

3129 
8338 
9399 
4904 
9636 
5283 
3992 
8819 
1844 
0215 
6938 
1922 
3339 
8019 
3394 
7418 
8472 
5271 
6794 
2229 
0922 
2344 
8088 
1742 
3908 
7842 
1783 
18878 
084 7 

824,082892 
433 441902 
318 451438 
243 814898 

192 64395 
156 041615 
128 960016 
108 362236 
92 3323198 
79 8130718 
89 3518314 
60 9537581 
53 9936404 
48 1609941 
43 2248257 
39 0104052 
35 3835875 
32 2400043 
29 4974708 
27 0905592 
24 9666593 

23 08308 
214048883 

19 903288 
18 554295 

17 3379579 
16 2374215 
15 2384395 
14 3288908 
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PM b JONSWAP Spectrum 

---*- PM JONSWAP 

Figurr 10: Comparison brtwrrn I'M und J()NtiWAI' xprc: trum. 

Table Data table for wave elevation between O wcond to 62 second. 
PM JONSWAP 

spectrum spectrum 
wave wave 

elrvatWn, elevatbn, 
nn 

-094025 0 789444 

"1 58144 0924091 

m0 91258 i1 141854 
0603201 t 0875904 

100864 1 0211927 
0 732912 10 051965 
0 708206 i -0 33531 
0 215514 i -0 87418 

i 
-140648 -1 001 ß2 

-2 49215 -1 88499 

"188666 -2 42545 

-022448 "1 75455 
1825394 -0 52726 

12 95291 611 15292 
13 069751 13 145554 

15+1 931301 13 007302 
te i ^0 2738 12 715561 

I 

Ipt 11. DO0 I1 1114Jtl 
10 

le j3 68588 1 -0 11137 
19 1 -2 49853 1 -1 20806 

1 -040723 1 "1 6767 

1 
2 

23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 

PM 
spectrum 

wave 
elevation, 

n 
1 320261 
1 68794 

0 782196 
0348137 
1 021703 
1 481458 
1 11183 

0106323 

-1 62287 

-2 78495 

-2 13838 

-0 818 79 
001116 

0307681 
0674822 
1 500448 
2 7023432 
2 888519 
1 85285 
001832 

"1 88485 

JONSWAP 
spectrum 

wave 
elevation, 

n 
-2 38714 

-3 05322 

-219637 
-0 89283 

-002585 
1 189484 
2668871 
3 131544 
2631118 
1482808 

-0 80218 

-2 58139 

-2 95009 

-1 85431 

-010405 
1282375 
1 387074 
0653281 

-0 01804 

-0 15728 
0 352518 

t 

42 
43 
44 
45 
48 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
80 
61 
82 

PM JONSWAP 
spectrum spectrum 

wave wave 
elevation, elevation, 

nn 
-2 95438 0707717 

-3 02546 -0 30197 

-2 46368 -2 08072 

-1 76581 -2 62217 

-0 18188 -1 11964 
1 73699 1 233692 

2596825 2 593236 
2 534906 2377761 
1 901258 1 577813 
064405 0883968 

-0 37832 -000179 
-0.61172 -1 10496 

-0 57958 -1 82141 

-042907 -184868 
-02 -1 04559 

-0 40985 -1 21448 

-0 99883 -1.68554 
-1 35117 -0 49241 

-1 08993 1 71759 

-"0 20944 2334512 
0823581 1 582952 

25 



I ahlc 1: Data tabic for wave clcvutiun bctwccn 63 sccund to 1(X) sccond. 
14 

t 
i I 

PM 
spectrum 

63 0 802934 
64 0 774418 
65 0877045 
66 0 733587 
67 0538857 
68 0 628624 
69 0281243 
70 -0 96158 
71 -185395 
72 -1 05355 
73 0 648668 
74 1 356585 
75 0871732 
76 0232253 
77 -080273 
78 -1 75003 
79 -2 05201 
e0 -104354 
e1 0393089 
82 1898137 
83 2 490289 

JONSWAP 
spectrum 

wave 
elevation, n 

1259281 
1 224811 
1 107196 
1 027894 

-0 14827 

-2 60922 

-404154 
-3 35851 

-2 02487 

-086494 
1 434546 
3 736893 
46 78284 
3 882614 
1 994174 

-0 73154 

-3 61828 

-4 81514 

-3 46662 

-1 07604 
068538 

ý 

PM 
spectrum 

wave 
elevation, n 

84 2212205 
85 1 012107 
86 
87 

-0 53623 

-1 80882 

-1 22598 
89 -0 32003 
90 -0 92528 
91 -195459 
92 -0 88053 
93 1 14889 
94 1 424189 
95 0707068 
96 0 737944 
97 1 0947246 
98 10 538068 
99 -0 12102 
100 -0 94025 

spectrum 

wave 
elevation, n 

1896397 
2 327289 
2 303117 
1 184773 
-0 45818 

-1 17943 

-0 55998 
ö190609 

0 19201 

-0 14871 

-0 45778 

-0 9648 

-1 35297 

-0 73794 
0549647 
1 057448 
0.789444 

lýigurr 11: (iraph ut'wavc clcvatiun for I'M and JONtiWAI' gpcctrum. 
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4.1.1 Surge ftcalwnsc 

I. 

Burp. R.. pons. 

05 

0A 

it 
.1. 

1b 

Tiowlp 

_- PIA JONIWAP 

Figurr 12: Graph of murge rrsJxrn. ir comparison hrtwrrn I'M and JO NSWAP 

xprctrum. 
4.1.2 lieave Response 

I 

MNaw RaponN 

TlrnMhl 

PM 1()NlIWA{' 

Figurc 13: (iraph uf'hcnvc rcipun. wc c; ampuriwm bctwccn I'M and JONtiWA1' 

xpcctrum. 
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4.1 3 Pitch Response 

Pilch RNponM 

A 
Yý 

a oi 
TlnNly 

I'M JUNHWAi+ 

Figure 14: Graph of'pitch responsc compuris<m between I'M and JONSWAP 

spcctnun. 
4.1.3 hydrodynamic Motion Responses Comparison 

'I ablc 4: I lydrodynamic motion reslx)n.. Scs diflrrcncc bctwccn I'M spectrum and 

JO NSWAI' spectrum. 

I'M sPcctrum 1( )NtiWAI' srcctnnn 1)illcrcncc 

Surgc 2111 2.; 111 

IIcavc I.; S m 1.5 in 1U°o 

I'itrh (1. (W I rud (l. (WI{ rud 14.5 °'° 

1K 



4.2 I. AIi()FtA'I'()Itti' F: XPF; F2IN1F: N'I' 

4.2.1 tiurlc Response 

suryo`Aw1 ) 

10 

. +o 0 

Tlmo h) 

Figurc 15: (; rupti ut'surKr rcspan., cr tor f- 0.25 1 1z, A- 1 cm. 

Surpo(A=0.8) 

to 

I 

Tim* IQ 

Fiiturr 16: <; ruph of' surge miputirr I'M f- U. 2 5 11 i., A-p. 5 c: rn. 



Suryo(A-0.26) 

10 

I +o 

Tit"* lq 

Figure 17: Graph of xurgc rtxponsc for f- 0.25 1 1x, A- 0.25 cm. 

4.2.2 flcsYt Response 

3 

4, 

2 

4 

V 

HNve(Ami1 ) 

Tien* (p 

Figure 18: ( iruph of hctcvc rcspumw for f- 0.25 1 Ix, A- I cm. 
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NaavajAm0.6) 

2 

Tkm 1N 

Figurr 19: Graph of surgr respanvr for f- 0.25 1 Ix, A- 0.5 cm. 

H.. v. (A 'O. za) 
2 

7 

Tln» NI 

Fmurr 20: ( irnph ul' murgr rcxpun. tir for f- 0.25 1 If. A-0.25 cm. 

i 
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4.2-1 F: perimeat Re+ultr Comparison 

Tabk S: l lydrexlynamic motion reslxmscti clit7crcncc between dillcrcnt wave 
amplitude. 

Maximum aniplitudc 
for surge 

Maximum amplitudc 
fir heave 

t-O. 25, A- 1.0 ! c) cm 5.6 cm 

t`0.2 5. A-t). 5 17 l'm 3.3 cm 

f--0.25, A-0.25 16 cm 3 cm 

SurpO 

15 

TMM (a) 

-A-t A-06 A-0 25 

Figurr 21: SurVr motion cumlwrison tlor A- 1.0. A-0.5 und A-0.25. 

MNV9 

4 

Tknr (s) 

--M1 A-pQ- 

Figturr 22: 1 lcuvc m0ti0n campuriwm for A-1.0, A-Q. S und A=-U.? S. 
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('11A1'i'F; R 5 
1)IS(1JSSIONS 

5.1 NI, ME: itI('AI. ANALYSIS 

Mathematical wave spectrum model is very useful in analyzing the hydrodynamic 

motions of a freely floating structure. l'icrm-Moskowitz (PM) spectrum and 
)()NSWAP spectrum are the most common wave spectrum when designing ofTshorc 

structures. It is because wave spectrum represents the amount of energy at different 

wave frequencies. Bath of the wave spectra arc not applicable to intermediate or 

shallow water conditions. The purposes of developing mathematical wave spectrum 

are to estimate the sea condition and to evaluate the impact on a structure from all 

wave components that would he present in a directional wave spectrum. 

Bared from the results, PM spectrum is a single peak bell shaped graph. The energy 
density of I'M spectrum is significant when the f equencies are between 0.05 liz to 

0.30 1It. The energy densities are very near to icro when the frequencies arc outside 

the range stated before. fly plotting the spectrum, significant energy content fir each 
frequencies can he determine and also the direction of wave energy moving at each 
frequency. While fiir JONSWAP spectrm, the graph is also a single peak hell 

shaped graph. The main diflcrcnce between I'M spectrum and J()NSWAP spectrum 
is the peak for J()NSWAP spectrum is much narrow and the energy is higher 

compare to PM spectrum. From the wave spectra, the area under the spectrum (m1, ) 

can develop a wave height (lit) in every frequency. The significant height (11x) can 
he estimated by computing the area under the spectrum. The additiotuil data besides 

the wave height that can he determined arc wave period ('1'), wave length (1. ), wave 

number (k) and wave frequency (1). These values are important in calculating water 

elevation and also surge response. 
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The wave elevation generated from the time series shows that the wave is irregular 

waves with the elevation between 4.1 m to -4.8 m tier PM spectrum and between 4.9 

m to -4.7 in for JO NSWAP spectrum. The horizontal force for each frequency acting 

on the structure is determined using Morisson's Equation. The horizontal force is 

plotted against time and an irregular and sinusoidal wave is generated. 

Surge motion responsc fir Neptune spar platform can be calculated by plotting it 

response amplitude operator (RA()) graph. This RA() graph determine the cflcct sea 

state to the structure or in other words to determine the stability of the structure when 

floating in the sea. I)iflcrent RA() graph is produce for every hydro dynamic motion 

to determine each hydro dynamic response. Based from the RA(), the hydrodynamic 

response spectra can be developed by the relationship that has been discussed in the 

early part of this report. Based from the result, the surge spectrum is a single peak 

bell shaped graph. The surge spectrum shape is similar with the wave spectrum. The 

highcxt peak energy density is at 0.07 1Iz fir both I'M spectrum and JO NSWAY 

spectrum. The surge spectrum that is developed from J()NSWAI' spectrum gives 
higher energy density compare to 1'M spectrum. Small difference can be seen 
bctwecn the surge response produced from I'M spectrum and JO)NSWAI' spectrum. 

Surge response that produced from I'M spectrum has maximum amplitude of 2m 

while maximum amplitude for JONSWAI' spectrum is 2.3 m. The diflcrrncc 

between the two surge responses is 13 %. 

For heave response, the heave spectrum shape that was developed from both wave 

spectra is the same with the surge spectrum that is a single peak hell shaped graph. A 

random wave profile can be produced when plotting the displacement in r-direction 

with time. While for the heave response, 1()NSWAI' spectrum produced higher 

amplitude heave response compare to I'M spectrum heave response. 'I he maximum 

amplitude developed from 1()NSWAI' spectrum is 1.5 in. I'M spectrum produced 
heave response with maximum amplitude of 1.35 m. A differcncc of 10 % can be 

calculated frotn both heave responses. 

Similar pattern of graph as surgc spectrum and heave spectrum can he produced 

when plotting the pitch spectrum. The highest peak of energy density can he seen at 
frequency of 0.08 1 i,. Similar to surge response and heave response, pitch response 
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prtxfuccd from JO)NSWAP spectrum is higher us compare to pitch response produced 

from I'M spectrum. Maximum amplitude Ir pitch produce from JONSWAP 

spectrum is O. 048 radian. While I'M spectrum produced lower maximum amplitude 

pitch response that is 0.041 radian. The diflcrcnce calculated from both pitch 

rcsponsen is 14.5%. 

Rased from the results, all the hydrodynamic motion responses that were developed 

from JONSWAI' spectrum give a higher the value compare to hydrodynamic motion 

responses. This is because the JO)NSWAI' spectrum has a higher energy density 

compare to I'M spectrum. The energy density dillcrencc caused the hydrodynamic 

motion responses to increase. In other words, the wave spectrum energy density is 

linearly proportional to hydrodynamic motion responses. 

5.2 LABORATORY F: XpF: FtIMF: N'I' 

'There were 2 Hain parameters that were controlled during the lab oratory experiment. 

'Ibc first parameter is the wave frequency and the second parameter is the wave 

height. For the laboratory experiment, the wave frcyucncy is made constant while the 

wave heights were changed fur every run. Based from the results, the surge response 

maximum amplitude for the test model is 9 cm. 'lucre were no significant changes in 

the test model surge response when the wave height was changed. While for heave 

responses, the displacement in /-direction decreased when the lower wave height 

was used. The wave height has direct cflect with heave response of the test model. 

As the wave height increases, the heave response for the test model also increases. 

The difference between maximum amplitude of heave response when the wave 

height was changed is 61%. 

Text modcl *urYc rcxpanxc was not affected by change of wave height. Ilcave 

rrxpun Ic for test m(xkl is directly pn)portionul with the wave height. This is because 

the water elevation is diflcrcnt when the wave height is changed thus this will cfTevt 

the text nuxfel heave response. 
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CHAFFER 6 

('()N('LUSIONS AND RE('()MMENDATIONS 

4.1 (ON('LLISIONS 

loran-Muskowitt (I'M) spectrum produces a lower energy spectrum peak compare 

to 1týNSWAI' spectrum. Ehe main purposc of developing wavc spectrum is to 

predict the sea condition when designing offshore structures such as spar platform. 
the most widely was spectrum is the I'M spectrunm. PM spectrum is derived from 

very stable sea conditions and models a fully developed sea. JO NSWAI' spectrum is 

more popular in North Sca and it is often regarded us the rcprescntativc form of a 
design storm wave. 

Ehe change of wave spectrum has direct ef'Icct on the hydrodynamic motion 

responses. Ilowcvcr, the hydnxlynamic motion responses of the spur plutfunu are not 

greatly affected by the change of wave spectrum. In this research all the 

hydrodynamic motion responses that was developed using JO NSWAI' spectrum give 
higher value compare to the hydrodynamic motion responses developed using I'M 

spectrum. the change of wave spectrum gives small diflrrcncc to the surge response 

that is only 13 %. the case is also similar for the spur pintfiºnn heave response, the 

heave response diffcrcrwe between two spectru is 10 %. While for pitch response, the 

same pattern can be observed when wave spectrum was changed and the diflrrence 

is 14. S%. 

As a axxlursion. the responses of spur plutüºnn are almost the sane for both wave 

spectra. This is because the hydrodyiuunic motion responses for spur platform 

produce by both wave spectra are almost similar and same pattern of results were 

obtained during the analysis. The hydrodynamic motion responses of the spar 
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platform are not greatly affected by the change of wave spectrum and the difference 

is between 10%-15%. '! he choice ofa spectrum model in the design of an offshore 

structure is up to the designer and aim) the sea conditions. 

4.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 

With the recent development in deep water exploration fior oil and gas industry, deep 

water platform such as spar plutliornt has significant effects. Since the first operation 

of spar platform in Gulf of Mexico known as Kerr McGee Neptune Spar in 1997, the 

development of this type of platform increase radically. This is line with the high 

demand of this type of platfinm by the top players of the industry such as SHE1. I, 

and Exxon Mobil for their deep sea productions. This can he proven by the 

increasing amount of spar plutliorms install in deep sea mainly at Gulf of Mexico. 

Since 1997, total of 14 spar platforms arc install all around the world. Malaysia is 

one ol'the countries that have a production spar platfiorni with the recent operation of 

Sabah's Kikch Spar Platform through joint venture between Murphy Oil Corp. and 

l'E IRONAS ('arigali. With the active exploration of Malaysian deep sea, more of 

this type of platform can be expected. 

In order to make the research more significant and accurate with the real 

cnvironmcnt some modifications must be made to the research: 

" Continue the numerical analysis for second generation (truss spar) and third 

generation (cell spar) of spar platform. Ibis is because the oil and gas 

industry now focusing on truss spar and cell spar because this type of spar arc 

proven to be mare economical and much easier to design and fabricate. 

" More accurate data such as significant height, total muse, radius of gyration 

and others should be acquired from the industry player to make the 

calculations more accurate. 
While for the model testing, the modifications that need to be implemented arc as 

follows: 

" Provide better equipment for measurement and data collections. Some of the 

equipments that need to be available arc load cells, wave probe. 

accelerometer, inclinometer, high definition camera video and others. 
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"l he lalx)ratory testing should include irregular wave in order to test the 

model in various environment. 

" Provide a better laboratory facility such as deeper wave tank and wave flume. 

Ibis is in order to really simulate the rough deep sea environment more 

accurately. 
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